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Abstract 
 
In this era, technology is woven into almost every facet of our leisure activities. Although 
technology has innovated hobbies ranging from chess to soccer, the art of shooting has been 
neglected. Unnecessary insufficiencies such as bullet ricochets off of mechanical steel targets, 
ineffective progress tracking, and general inaccessibility to outdoor training facilities are all 
improvable areas of this sport. The Dynamic Automated Reactive Target (D.A.R.T) System aims 
to fill some of these gaps and help modernize recreational marksmanship. Modeling the system 
after a dueling tree will optimize the use of the system and allow for different training models to 
challenge the marksman. The system will utilize accelerometers to collect accurate data 
regarding target tracking from the user during training, and custom motor controllers allow for 
optimized movement response times of each target. To ensure safety and increase efficiency, 
Bluetooth communication will grant the marksman control of the system from anywhere within 
the range with the use of any portable device. With the algorithms developed, multiple different 
training simulations can be practiced. In all, the D.A.R.T. System will revolutionize the safety 
and convenience of shooting sports. 
1. The D.A.R.T system circuitry should be protected from environment to provide 
durable structure. 
2. The D.A.R.T system needs to be safe for indoor use.  
3. The D.A.R.T app should be easy to control and display information.  
4. The D.A.R.T system should give real time target feedback. 
5. The D.A.R.T system needs to be able to perform multiple training simulations.  
6. The D.A.R.T system needs to be mobile and easy to set up or tear down 
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Problem Statement 
Need 
In order to make the sport of shooting more accessible to the public, safe 
alternatives to outdoor reactive target training need to be created to enable practice on 
indoor firearm ranges. Although an estimated 51 million people participated in shooting 
sports in 2014, only about 14 million people did so at an indoor range, even though 
indoor ranges tend to be more accessible to the public [11]. The current reactive target 
systems are limited to outdoor use since the majority of the targets are made of steel 
plates, which are hazardous to use indoors. This in turn limits the amount of places one 
can practice on reactive targets, as well as the amount of days that he/she can utilize this 
type of shooting due to the season and weather. [NH, TM, SV, TW] 
 Objective 
The objective of this project will be to create a digital, automated reactive target 
(D.A.R.T) system.  The design and implement an indoor reactive target system that is 
safe, interactive, affordable, and can be an alternative to outdoor steel targets. The system 
will have sensors that can detect a hit on target and respond accordingly. Data from the 
use of the target system should be displayed in an easy to understand and accessible 
format for the user. [NH, TM, SV, TW] 
Background 
In the professional marksman community, there is a lack of reactive target 
systems that are ineffective due to safety, practicality and inadaptability. Training 
outdoors is not a consistent option and using the same equipment as outdoor target 
systems poses a threat to human safety due to flying shrapnel. To construct challenging 
and unique scenarios for a marksman, the system must be electronically operated and 
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must be programmed to create dynamic situations. In order to provide an effective 
reactive training simulation, the DART System was designed to provide a safe 
environment where the system dynamically responds to a marksman and provides real-
time feedback. [SV] 
The primary form of reactive target training is done using steel targets that react 
to hits on target with sound or movement, based on the mechanical design of the target. 
This form of training is limited to outdoor use only due to the fragmentation of bullets on 
impact with the steel, which if done indoors could present a hazard to participants. A 
study done by Bui shows the scale and impact that ricochet fragments can have on their 
surroundings [10]. Training outdoors also limits the versatility since it is difficult to track 
each bullet’s path point of impact on the target; outdoor targets are static and not 
electronically operated, making the reactive aspect of an outdoor target fairly basic. 
Outdoor ranges have limited availability based on weather and season. Alternatively, 
indoor firearm ranges are not equipped to protect either the marksmen or the building 
structure from ricochet of shooting steel targets, making them unsafe for general use 
indoors. Some solutions to bring this form of reactive shooting indoors include both laser 
and altered reality training simulations. The laser training systems allow for dynamic 
reactions of steel targets to be more accessible to marksmen. By using a system that is not 
dependent on a projectile, there is more opportunity to safely train both indoors and 
outdoors. The United States Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social 
Sciences did a study where they found that there was a strong correlation to training 
scores on a laser system compared to live fire drill [2]. Similarly a study at Duke 
University showed that using a virtual reality simulation can accurately represent a 
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marksman ability [3]. The main limitation with these types of training simulations are 
that even though a dynamic target response can be obtained there is a loss of response 
from the firearm in the form of recoil. As suggested by Morelli [1], recoil adds a 
measurable impact on the performance of the shooter. These systems may be able to 
predict a marksman's ability, but it does not fully simulate a live fire situation. There exist 
live fire electronic targets that can be used on indoor firearm ranges, but they tend to be 
used for precision shooting verses reactive target training. This means that most 
electronic targets lack the ideal dynamic response and versatility that obtained on steel 
targets. [NH, TM] 
The design for the DART System would combine the safety of the outdoor ranges 
with the quality and convenience of the indoor ranges while including additional features 
that would enhance the experience for the person(s) using it. A virtual targeting system 
called The Live Fire Screen has some similarities to the design of the DART System. 
Both of these systems allow for safe indoor usage and can determine the position of a hit 
remotely. They also both give the user real-time feedback on whether or not they hit a 
shot, and which shots they hit. In addition, both systems are very portable and can be 
easily set up and torn down. The Live Fire system supports specific weapons such as 
revolvers and submachine guns. Its qualified ammunition includes: NATO 9mm, NATO 
5.56mm, and 7.62mm rounds. The screen itself is designed to be able to take up to 50,000 
rounds before a replacement screen is needed. [TW] 
Another system that is of a similar design to the DART System is the XWT 
GEN4 Wireless Target Carrier. This system includes programmable scenarios and trials 
to improve a user’s skills, which is one of the marketing goals for the design of the 
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DART System. They are both easy to control and display the information in an easy-to-
understand manner. The XWT GEN4 system also features a quiet internal system, 
without bulky and noisy motors, and it also does not collect debris or lead casings from 
gunfire. In addition, it can move along a rail system and provide “advance” or “retreat” 
training exercises. [TW] 
Both the Live Fire Screen and the XWT GEN4 Wireless Target Carrier lack some 
aspects that make the design more convenient, and they also have some features that 
would make the DART System better. Looking at what else is out there could provide 
some insight in making the DART System more efficient and more convenient for all 
who use it. This in turn, will make it more desirable to consumers. The suggested design 
for the system will allow for the marksmen to safely enter into a dynamic training 
simulation in a life fire setting.  [TW] 
Ever since the inception of guns, marksmen, in tandem with inventors, have been 
aiming to improve their firearm control and reactiveness through gun training 
simulations. As a result, there are many existing designs for target systems dating back to 
the early 1900s. The early days of target system engineering showcased the rotary target 
[4], well known for the bullseye in the center. Even though the patent has expired, the 
design paved the way for the improvement of training simulations; the DART system 
intends to use a rotary target as its fundamental target design and will build upon this 
landmark patent. As time progressed, the designs for the target systems became 
increasingly complex, allowing marksman to train their reactiveness in addition to their 
aim: the concept of a reactive training simulation [5] was born. Because the static 
behavior of the rotary target does not lend itself to effective training when it comes to 
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quick accuracy and awareness, creating a scenario where there is target movement and 
the marksman must track down the target allows for training in a more diverse 
environment. However, in recent years, the preexisting target training simulation market 
has been weakly disrupted, causing little to no innovation to occur. Around 2008, lasers 
started to make an entrance in the method of training: instead of an actual gun being fired 
and a bullet penetrating a surface, a laser, sensing devices and a processor were used to 
track an imaginary bullet [6]. Although this patent cleverly detects when a surface is ‘hit’, 
the marksman is not firing any weapon and is not impacted by any natural gun responses, 
such as recoil and acoustic feedback. Because reactive training simulations intend to 
prepare marksmen for real life situations, having no feedback from a firearm is 
ineffective and dissolves the challenge of a reactive target training simulation. The 
DART system intends to use electronic targets to create dynamic responses and will 
house a plethora of sensors to detect real bullets being fired and hitting the target. The 
sensors will also collect and transmit data back to the marksman to give real-time 
feedback of his or her performance. In 1980s, real-time feedback equated to a computer-
controlled target system that automatically scored the marksman and provided simple 
visual feedback to indicate when a target has been hit [7]; the user was not provided with 
any statistics or data trend. Providing real-time feedback is crucial to the improvement of 
a marksman, and the DART system intends to improve upon the ‘Automated Target 
System’ and its antiquated design in order to allow the marksman to actively monitor 
performance during the simulation and analyze the data trends from the collected data. 
The DART system intends to take existing patents, and redesign them in order to create 
an effective reactive targeting system that has real-time feedback and dynamic responses 
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to marksman interaction. Although firearm training simulations have been around for 
ages, no reactive training system is as safe, effective and versatile as the DART system. 
[SV] 
Marketing Requirements 
7. The D.A.R.T system circuitry should be protected from environment to provide 
durable structure. 
8. The D.A.R.T system needs to be safe for indoor use.  
9. The D.A.R.T app should be easy to control and display information.  
10. The D.A.R.T system should give real time target feedback. 
11. The D.A.R.T system needs to be able to perform multiple training simulations.  
12. The D.A.R.T system needs to be mobile and easy to set up/tear down. 
[NH, TM, SV, TW] 
Engineering Analysis 
 Circuit 
Actuating Circuit [NH, TM] 
A DC motor will be implemented to actuate the rotation of the target from 
the resting to active position. To prevent the momentum of the bullet hitting the 
target, pushing the arm of the target or motor away from its active position, a 
worm gear and drive will be utilized between the motor and the target arm to 
prevent any undesired movement. This unwanted movement could otherwise 
interfere with the accelerometer calculations or position of the target when the 
motor is not active. Additionally with a worm gear drive, the motor is not required 
to continuously expend energy to hold its position. 
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First in doing this analysis, it is important to know the moment of inertia for 
calculating the work done. Before calculating the moment of inertia (I), the mass 
must be determined with the following equation, where 𝑚𝑐 is the mass of the 
target in kg: 
𝑚𝑐 = 𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 ∗  𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒   Equation 1 
Multiplying density of cardboard (68.9
𝑔
𝑐𝑚3
) by the volume of the 
cardboard present in the target will give the mass of the target, 𝑚𝑐 [12]. The 
volume is assumed by treating the target as a thin cylinder by taking the target 
face area and multiplying by the depth of the cardboard, which is assumed to be 1 
cm.  The weight in grams can then be calculated by dividing mass in grams by 
one thousand, resulting in 𝑚𝑐= 0.487 [kg]. The diameter d of the target face [cm] 
is assumed to be 30cm.  
𝐼 = 𝑚𝑐 ∗ 𝑑
2    Equation 2 
Because this calculation is based off of a moment of a point particle, I, the work 
required to move the target from one position to another will be a viable 
approximation to use for further calculations. The following equation can be used 
to find the work done by the motor(𝑊𝑑), where 𝜔
2 is the angular velocity 
measured in 
𝑟𝑎𝑑
𝑠𝑒𝑐
:  
𝑊𝑑 = 𝐼 ∗ 𝜔
2     Equation 3 
Angular velocity is calculated as 𝜋2, where the motor moves 
𝜋
2
 radians, and the 
desired time of actuation is set to 0.5 seconds. 
From this equation, the power used by the motor can be discovered, where power 
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(P) is defined as the differential of work with respect to time. From this concept, 
the power exerted by the motor for one movement can be calculated by the 
following equation, where t is the interval of time over which the work was done: 
𝑃 =
𝑊𝑑
𝑡
     Equation 4 
Assuming a constant 12V DC source is available, the current needed to drive this 
motor can be determined by the following equation: 
𝐼 =
𝑃
𝑉
     Equation 5 
Finally, when using a diameter of 30cm, assuming a weight of 0.487 kg, and a 
12V source, the project requires a DC motor that can handle around a 600 mA 
current. 
The following code was created using Matlab and was used to calculate motor 
torque required to maintain position of a target that was hit with a bullet.  
 
%_______________variables________________ 
d = 30; %target Diameter (cm) 
de= 0.689;  %density of cardboard (g/cm^3) 
deg = 90; %degrees traveled 
t = 0.5;%time to actuate (s) 
c = 1; %thickness of target (cm) 
V = 12; 
Cpm = 75;%cycle per mode 
D_motor = .5 
hr = 3; 
 
%____________Conversions___________________ 
rad = (deg/360)*2*pi; %convert to radians 
w = rad/t; %angular velocity of the target(rad/s) 
r = d/2; %radius of target (cm) 
d_m = d/100; %convert to meter 
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a= pi*r^2; %target face area (cm^2) 
mc_g = de*a*c; %mass of target (g) 
mc_kg = mc_g/1000; % convert to kg 
hr_motors = hr * D_motor; 
%____________Calculations Power_________________ 
I = mc_kg*d_m^2; 
W_tot =I*w^2 
P = W_tot/t 
 
%_____________Motor Current Draw_____________ 
A=2*P/V; %for one cycle 
I_draw = A*Cpm; %current drawn in 1 mode 
Ahr=I_draw*hr_motors %amp hours of the Motors 
 
Actuating Circuit Uncompensated Transfer Function Derivation [TM] 
 
Based on the motor calculation a PD controller was chosen to be used for 
the system. The proposed controller will used a potentiometer attached to the 
driving shaft of the motor to act as feedback to the closed loop system. The 
proposed system will look as follows: 
 
Figure 1: Electromechanical representation of the actuationg system. 
From here the system can be broken down into a block diagram that 
represents the control loop for the derived equations.   
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Figure 2: Control Loop Block Diagram of the actuating system. 
 
From this the transfer function of the system can be derived. The first 
equation needed to find the uncompensated transfer function of the system is to 
isolate an equation for the armature voltage, this is found by using Kirkoff’s 
current law to solve for armature emf in terms of the resistance R, current through 
the armature i(t), potentiometer emf, and motor emf 
 
𝑒𝑎 = 𝑅𝑎𝑖𝑎(𝑡) + 𝐿𝑎𝑖𝑎(𝑡) + 𝑒𝑏(𝑡) + 𝑒𝑝(𝑡)    Equation 1 
 
Next we must find an equation for the back emf of the motor, the motor 
constant multiplied by the rotational velocity of the motor shaft as shown below 
 
𝑒𝑏(𝑡) =  𝐾𝑏 𝜔1(𝑡)     Equation 2 
 
Now we can relate the Torque developed in the motor shaft with the 
current in the armature with a motor constant k 
 
𝑇𝑑(𝑡) =  𝑘𝑚 𝑖𝑎(𝑡)     Equation 3 
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Knowing that the torque developed by the motor is the same as the load 
torque, we can write an equation relating the moments of the target arm and motor 
back to the torque and friction using reflecting coefficients where necessary, as 
shown. 
 
𝑇𝐿(𝑡) =  𝐽𝑎 𝛳
′′
2(𝑡) + 𝑓𝛳
′′
2(𝑡) + 𝐽𝑡𝛳
′′
2
(𝑡)
𝑁2
𝑁3
   Equation 4 
 
The aforementioned reflecting coefficients based off the rotational 
velocity is shown below 
 
𝜔2 =   𝜔3
𝑁3
𝑁2
    Equation 5 
 
 
Since the transfer function is eventually going to be in terms of  𝑇(𝑆) =
𝛳2(𝑆)
𝐸𝑎(𝑆)
, it is important to relate the position of the second arm to the to the emf 
seen by the potentiometer, as show here 
𝑒𝑝(𝑡) =  𝐾𝑠 𝛳2(𝑡)
𝑁2
𝑁3
    Equation 6 
 
The Las equation represents how to relate the number of turns N in a 
potentiometer, the emf E, and the potentiometer constant k 
 
𝐾𝑠 =
𝐸
2𝜋𝑁
     Equation 7 
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Now that all the equations have been written in time domain, it is 
important to turn these transform into the frequency domain to create the 
uncompensated transform function. Using the Mason’s gain formula on the block 
diagram as shown below, we are able to get a uncompensated transform function 
of:  
𝑇(𝑆) =
𝛳2(𝑆)
𝐸𝑎(𝑆)
=
1
(𝐿𝑎+𝑅𝑎)[𝑠
2(𝐽𝑎+𝐽𝑡+
𝑁2
𝑁3
)+𝑠(𝑓𝑘𝑚𝑘𝑏)+𝑘𝑚𝑘𝑠]
    Equation 8 
 
Analog Circuit PD Controller Derivation [TM] 
 
The first thing needed for the design of the controller is the 
uncompensated transfer function. This was found earlier in the electromechanical 
section, and is represented by, 
 
𝑇(𝑆) =
𝛳2(𝑆)
𝐸𝑎(𝑆)
=
1
(𝐿𝑎+𝑅𝑎)[𝑠
2(𝐽𝑎+𝐽𝑡+
𝑁2
𝑁3
)+𝑠(𝑓𝑘𝑚𝑘𝑏)+𝑘𝑚𝑘𝑠]
  Equation 9 
 
Figure 3: This represents the response of the uncompensated system in the time domain. As this figure illustrates a Proportional 
Derivative controller is needed to lower the oscillations of the response, as well as lessen the rise time to within the predetermine 
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Figure 4: This shows the root locus of the uncompensated system, which we will try to manipulate with our controller to drive a 
better response for the system. 
To implement the first part of the controller, the proportional controller. 
This sees the uncompensated system multiplied by a constant k to try and reduce 
the overshoot of the system, and is implemented as shown below, 
𝑇𝑐(𝑆) =
𝑘𝑛𝑘𝑚
(𝐿𝑎+𝑅𝑎)(𝐽𝑎+𝐽𝑡+
𝑁2
𝑁3
)
[𝑠2+𝑠
(𝑓𝑘𝑚𝑘𝑏)
(𝐿𝑎+𝑅𝑎)(𝐽𝑎+𝐽𝑡+
𝑁2
𝑁3
)
+
𝑘𝑚𝑘𝑠
(𝐿𝑎+𝑅𝑎)(𝐽𝑎+𝐽𝑡+
𝑁2
𝑁3
)
]
   Equation 10 
 
Figure 5: This shows that the proportional controller, while marginally improving the rise time of the system, has added 
noticeable levels of destabilization to the system in the forms of new oscillations. 
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With a less stable system a Derivative controller is also needed to further 
decrease the rise time and add a bit more stability back in the system. To do this 
the uncompensated transfer function will need to be multiplied by 𝑠𝑘𝑑 + 𝑘𝑛, 
where 𝑘𝑑 is the gain used for the derivative controller and 𝑘𝑝 is the constant 
found through the proportional controller. Multiplying this together, the new 
compensated transfer function will look like this, 
𝑇𝑐(𝑆) =
𝑠𝑘𝑑𝑘𝑚+𝑘𝑛𝑘𝑚
(𝐿𝑎+𝑅𝑎)(𝐽𝑎+𝐽𝑡+
𝑁2
𝑁3
)
[𝑠2+𝑠
(𝑓𝑘𝑚𝑘𝑏)
(𝐿𝑎+𝑅𝑎)(𝐽𝑎+𝐽𝑡+
𝑁2
𝑁3
)
+
𝑘𝑚𝑘𝑠
(𝐿𝑎+𝑅𝑎)(𝐽𝑎+𝐽𝑡+
𝑁2
𝑁3
)
]
   Equation 11 
 
 
Figure 6: This shows the response of the PD controlled compensated transfer function. This is now within the desired rise time of 
0.5 seconds and shows a much more stable system, that won’t overshoot the end position. 
Somewhat ironically this response, while idealistically would work great, 
in practice a rise time that more closely hugs the 0.5 second limit is more 
desirable. This is because the project in real time would be more likely to 
experience complications due too quick of a movement, which could damage 
equipment effecting later performance of the actuating system. It is for this reason 
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a PID controller will likely be necessary, the likes of which are still being worked 
out, but the equation for it can be found below. 
𝑇𝑐(𝑆) =
𝑠𝑘𝑑𝑘𝑚+𝑘𝑛𝑘𝑚+
1
𝑠𝑘𝑝𝑘𝑚
(𝐿𝑎+𝑅𝑎)(𝐽𝑎+𝐽𝑡+
𝑁2
𝑁3
)
[𝑠2+𝑠
(𝑓𝑘𝑚𝑘𝑏)
(𝐿𝑎+𝑅𝑎)(𝐽𝑎+𝐽𝑡+
𝑁2
𝑁3
)
+
𝑘𝑚𝑘𝑠
(𝐿𝑎+𝑅𝑎)(𝐽𝑎+𝐽𝑡+
𝑁2
𝑁3
)
]
   Equation 12 
 
MATLAB Code for PD Controller: 
 
clc 
clear 
km=2.5;     %(kg*cm)/A 
kb=0.81851113590118;  %(v*s)/rad 
ks=3.197186342055   ; 
%za=50;  magnitude of armature impedance (I think) 
Jt=0.27520351645447; 
Ja=1.8849555921539; 
%f=.30; 
N1=44; 
N3=1; 
N2=1; 
  
excess = 3; 
  
num0 = [km/(Ja+Jt*(N2/N1))]; 
den0 = [1,kb*km/(Ja+Jt*(N2/N1)),km*ks/(Ja+Jt*(N2/N1))]; 
r0 = roots(den0) 
bp = .07589; 
  
num = [km/(Ja+Jt*(N2/N1))]; 
den = [1,kb*km/(Ja+Jt*(N2/N1)),km*ks/(Ja+Jt*(N2/N1))]; 
  
TF = tf(num,den); 
figure(1) 
rlocus(TF) 
figure(2) 
step(TF) 
S1 = stepinfo(TF) 
r1 = roots(den) 
  
% kp = 1; 
% for n = 1:3 
%    p = abs(abs(pole(n)) - bp); 
%    kp = kp * p; 
% end 
  
  
%Porpotional Controller only 
  
kn = 15; 
num2 = [kn*km/(Ja+Jt*(N2/N1))]; 
den2 = [1,kb*km/(Ja+Jt*(N2/N1)),km*ks/(Ja+Jt*(N2/N1))+kn]; 
TF2 = tf(num2, den2); 
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r2 = roots(den2) 
figure(3) 
step(TF2) 
S1 = stepinfo(TF2) 
  
  
%PD controller 
kd=14; 
num3 = [kd*km/(Ja+Jt*(N2/N1)),kn*km/(Ja+Jt*(N2/N1))]; 
den3 = 
[1,(kb*km/(Ja+Jt*(N2/N1)))+kn*(km*ks/(Ja+Jt*(N2/N1))),km*ks/(Ja+J
t*(N2/N1))*kn]; 
TF3 = tf(num3, den3); 
r3 = roots(den3) 
figure(4) 
step(TF3) 
S1 = stepinfo(TF3) 
  
  
%PID Controller 
%ki=14; 
%num4 = [kd*km/(Ja+Jt*(N2/N1)),kn*km/(Ja+Jt*(N2/N1))]; 
%den4 = 
[1,(kb*km/(Ja+Jt*(N2/N1)))+kn*(km*ks/(Ja+Jt*(N2/N1))),km*ks/(Ja+J
t*(N2/N1))*kn]; 
%TF4 = tf(num4, den4); 
%r4 = roots(den4) 
%figure(5) 
%step(TF4) 
%S1 = stepinfo(TF4) 
 
 
Sensing Circuit Calculations [NH, TM] 
 
For this project, two options for a sensing circuit were considered: the first 
option utilizes an inductive loop to track whenever a conductor (bullet) passed 
through the loop changing the magnetic field and creating a measurable current in 
the inductive loop, and the second option utilizes an accelerometer to monitor the 
vibrations due to g-forces created by a projectile passing through the cardboard.  
The inductive sensor acts as a metal detector using the principle of Lentz’s 
Law to detect a change in a magnetic field due to a conductor moving through. 
For these calculations, the case of a .22 caliber bullet is used to calculate the worst 
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possible scenario: the bullet is simulated as a conductor 15mm long with a 
diameter of 5.5mm and the conductivity of lead 4.55 x106 S [13].  
To determine the baseline magnetic field for the sensing circuit, the flux in 
the inductor B0 can be calculated by the following equation, where 𝑛 is the 
number of turns in the inductor, 𝜇
0
is the permeability of free space, 𝐼 is the initial 
current in the inductor prior to the projectile passing through in amps and 𝑟 is the 
radius of the target in meters: 
𝐵0 =
𝑛𝜇0𝐼
2𝜋𝑟
     Equation 6 
Using this baseline, we can apply Lentz’s law; the change in power in an 
inductor due to a conductor moving through can be calculated by the following 
equation, where 𝑐 is the length of the bullet in meters, 𝑅 is the radius of the 
projectile in meters, 𝑤 is the angular frequency in 
𝑟𝑎𝑑
𝑠𝑒𝑐
 and 𝜎 is the conductivity of 
lead in Siemens [14]: 
𝑑𝑃(𝑡)  =
𝑤2𝜋𝜎𝑐𝐵0(𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑤𝑡))
2𝑅3𝑑𝑟
2
     Equation 7 
Integrating this equation from 0 to the radius of the projectile outputs the 
power change in watts of the system as shown below: 
𝑃(𝑡) = (
1
8
)𝑤2𝜋𝜎𝑐𝐵0(𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑤𝑡))
2𝑅4   Equation 8 
Given that only the magnitude of power is important to the sensing circuit, 
the power in the system is demonstrated by:  
|𝑃| = (
1
8
)) = (
1
8
)𝑤2𝜋𝜎𝑐𝐵0𝑅
4    Equation 9 
Since there will be a constant voltage on the ring, the change in power will 
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appear as a change in current, and can be calculated as follows: 
𝛥𝐼 =  
𝑃
𝑉
     Equation 10 
The following code was created using Matlab and was used to determine if 
an inductor could be used to act as a detector for a bullet moving through a target.  
 
%_____Constants___________________________  
u0 = (4*pi)*10^-7; 
sigma = 4.55e6; %conductivity of Lead 
f = 60; %frequency (Hz) 
w = 2*pi*f; %angular frequency (rad/sec) 
 
%_____Variables_________________________ 
r = .07;%radius of the target (m) 
I = 1;%initial current in the inductor (A) 
V = 12; %initial voltage in the inductor (VAC) 
n = 300; %number of turns in inductor 
L = .0057; %diameter of bullet (m) 
dr = L/2; % radius of Bullet (m) 
c = .015; % length of Bullet (m) 
 
%_____CALCULATIONS_______________________ 
 
B0 = (n*u0*I)/(2*pi*r); %calculate the flux in the ring 
dP = (1/8)*(w^2)*pi*(dr^4)*(B0^2)*sigma*c  
% should be a *cos(wt)^2, but we are focused on the abs mag 
dI = dP/V 
For proof of concept, the values for the variables were chosen as follows 
and plugged into the Matlab code above: 
𝑅𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 =  7𝑐𝑚 
𝑤 =  2𝜋(60𝐻𝑧) 
𝐼 =  1𝐴 
𝑉 =  12𝑉 
𝑛 =  300 𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑝𝑠 
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Upon running the Matlab code, the program outputs an expected current 
change value of 13𝑛𝑎, which is deemed too small to be measured in any 
reasonable fashion. The variables in the Matlab code were altered to see what 
changes could be made to produce a reasonable change in current. Altering the 
frequency or number of turns produced the biggest effect in the system; however, 
the number of turns would have to be increased to more than one million or the 
frequency of the AC power would have to increase to 30 kHz. After some 
investigation into the plausibility of both of these options, both were deemed 
either too expensive or too complicated to be kept within the scope of the project.   
The next possibility for sensing was to use an accelerometer to measure the 
acceleration and vibration in the target as a bullet passes through. The Work-
Energy Principle can be used to calculate the local acceleration of the impact of 
the bullet.  
First the work done by the bullet by the target must be calculated as 
follows, where 𝑚 is mass in kilograms, 𝑉𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 is the velocity of the projectile in 
meters per second as it enters the target and 𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡 is the exit velocity of the 
projectile in meters per second as it leaves the target: 
𝑊𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑒 =
1
2
𝑚(𝑉𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟
2 − 𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑡
2)   Equation 11 
In this equation, work done to the bullet is equal to the work done by the 
target. Given that the target has a measurable thickness, the work can be defined 
as the force applied over the thickness of the target as seen below, where 𝑚 is the 
mass of the target in kilograms, 𝑑 is the thickness of the target in meters and 𝑎 is 
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the acceleration of the target in meters per second squared. 
𝑊 = 𝑚𝑎𝑑     Equation 12 
The equation above can be manipulated to solve for the local acceleration 
and can be divided by the gravitational constant (9.81 meters per second2) to find 
the G-forces seen upon impact. 
The following code was created using Matlab and was used to determine if 
an accelerometer could be used to act as a detector for a bullet moving through a 
target. 
m =0.0019; %mass of bullet (kg) 
vi= 700;    %Entering velocity of bullet(m  
vf= 699.5;  %exit velocity of bullet (m/s) 
c= 1;    %thickness of target (cm) 
de= 0.689;  %density of cardboard (g/cm^3) 
r= 8;       %radius of the target (cm) 
 
%______________________Calculations____________________________ 
a= pi*r^2; %target face area (cm^2) 
mc_g = de*a*c; %mass of target (g) 
mc_kg = mc_g/1000; % convert to kg 
 
% Used the principle of Work and energy. by knowing the change in velocity 
% through the target we can calculate the work done to the target by the 
% bullet (W=.5m(vi^2-vf^2)) 
 
% work is also force over distance (W=fd=mad) so knowing how thick the 
% target we can calculate the force applied to the target. and by knowing the 
% mass of the target we can determine the acceleration acting on the target. 
 
% dividing acceleration by 9.81 will give the G force. Below is the 
% derived formula 
t=(vi^2)-(vf^2); 
W = (m*((vi^2)-(vf^2)))/2; 
F =100*W/(c); 
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a=F/mc_kg; 
g= a/9.81 
 
%calculate torque on target pivot 
Tq=F*2*r/100 
 
For proof of concept, a .22 caliber bullet weighing 0.0019 kilograms 
striking a 1 centimeter thick cardboard target were assumed as the constants for 
this simulation. The average velocity of a .22 caliber bullet is 700 meters per 
second.  It is assumed that the enter and exit velocity of a .22 caliber bullet differs 
by 0.5 meters per second, and the mass of the cardboard is estimated to be 0.1385 
kilograms given the density of cardboard is 0.683 kilogram per centimeter3 and 
the radius of the target is 8 centimeters[12]. From these estimations, the estimated 
local G-forces seen on the target max out around 50G, which is a measurable 
value. This G-force can be reduced further by increasing the size of the target.  
There are pros and cons to each of the methods; one of the major pros to 
the inductive method was that it acted independently of the cardboard target, 
which meant more sessions could be run without having to change the cardboard 
target for fear the bullet passing through an existing hole. In addition, the 
inductive circuit would be highly accurate in correctly determining which target 
was hit, and would not falsely trigger the target hit command if the structure of 
the targeting system was hit. That said, its major drawback was that it generated 
extremely low current differentials, which works fine theoretically, but in practice 
could easily be disguised or hidden by the presence of electronic noise in the 
system. The accelerometer approach however, was much easier to fine tune to any 
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target design used, and methods were brought up to mitigate the effects of 
vibration interference when other targets were struck by projectiles. 
Accelerometer Test [NH, TM, SV, TW] 
 
An experiment was conducted to understand the realistic use and 
effectiveness of an accelerometer based sensor to detect hits on a cardboard 
target.   
For the experiment three different calibers of bullets were used: a .22 cal 
CCF Standard Velocity 40 Grain fired from a Ruger Mark IV Competition 
firearm, a 9mm Blazer 115 Grain fired from a Sig P320 firearm and .40 cal Blazer 
180 Grain fired from a H&K USP firearm.  
An Analog Devices ADXL326 accelerometer was used as the hit detection 
Sensor. Based on the calculations above this sensor was chosen because it can 
detect up to 16g with about 57mV/g sensitivity. The sensor was attached to the 
target shaft using a binder clip. The sensor was fed 3V from an Agilent E3631A 
Power Supply and the signal was measured using an Agilent MSO6012A Mixed 
Signal Oscilloscope.  
 The distance for the target was arbitrarily chosen to be 20 feet from the 
marksman. Three different target setups were used. For the first setup a metal coat 
hanger was bent to act as the target shaft as seen bellow and the cardboard face 
was taped to the shaft.  
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Figure 7: Test Fixture 1 
The sensor was attached to the shaft near the clamp. Three data points 
were collected, one from each caliber bullet. And the magnitude of the voltage 
was collected and logged. The next test was conducted by moving the sensor so it 
was attached to the shaft at the base of the target. Again the voltage magnitude of 
three data points were collected, one from each caliber bullet.   
The next test a rigid target holder was used and the target faced was taped 
to the target shaft as seen in the Test Fixture 2 figure below. The sensor was 
attached midway on the target shaft. Based on the results of the first few tests a 
worst case scenario of the .22 caliber round was tested first. Two data points were 
collected with this round, and then in the interest of the limited time on the firing 
range we moved on to the next test fixture.   
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Figure 8: Test Fixture 2 
 
 For the third test fixture the coat hanger was cut into 2 shafts which were 
placed through the cardboard target face in order to try and increase the vibration 
transfer between the target and target shaft as seen in the Test Fixture 3 figure 
below. For this test 2 data points were collected using the 9mm round before the 
allotted range time expired.  
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Figure 9: Test Fixture 1, Test 1, .22 cal round 
 
 
Figure 10: Test Fixture 1, Test 2, 9mm round 
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Figure 11: Test Fixture 1, Test 3, .40 cal round 
 
 
Figure 12: Test Fixture 1, Test 4, .22 cal round 
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Figure 13: Test Fixture 1, Test 5, .22 cal round 
 
 
Figure 14: Test Fixture 1, Test 6, 9mm round 
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Figure 15: Test Fixture 1, Test 7, .40 cal round 
 
Figure 16: Test Fixture 2, Test 8, .22 cal round 
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Figure 17: Test Fixture 2, Test 9, .22 cal round 
 
 
Figure 18: Test Fixture 3, Test 10, 9mm round. 
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Figure 13: Test Fixture 3, Test 11, 9mm round 
 
 
Test 
Voltage 
(V) 
g Forces 
(g) 
Note 
1 0.0574 1.01 Test Fixture 1, .22 cal round 
2 0.1388 2.44 Test Fixture 1, 9mm round 
3 0.1300 2.28 Test Fixture 1, .40 cal round 
4 0.0500 0.88 Test Fixture 1, .22 cal round 
5 0.0700 1.22 Test Fixture 1, .22 cal round 
6 0.0756 1.33 Test Fixture 1, 9mm round 
7 0.1147 2.01 Test Fixture 1, .40 cal round 
8 0.0159 0.28 Test Fixture 2, .22 cal round 
9 0.0787 1.38 Test Fixture 2, .22 cal round 
10 0.1180 2.07 Test Fixture 3, 9mm round 
11 0.090 1.58 Test Fixture 3, 9mm round 
Table 1: g Forces Results 
 
From this data it can be seen that the purchased sensor was too large. The 
expected g forces were approximately 1/10th of the calculated values. It is 
estimated that the error in the calculations are unexpected losses in the elasticity 
of the materials used. From this data it can also be seen that the vibration 
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frequency caused by the impact is approximately 20 Hz. With this the rest of the 
sensing circuit can be designed.  
 
Electronics 
  Power Consumption [NH, TM] 
The power consumption of the system will be determined by two main 
features: the motors and the microcontroller. The power consumption of the 
Explorer 16/32 board that is being used for development is 1.6Ah. To find the 
power required to run the motors, a few assumptions need to be made. The 
calculations for the motors’ power consumption are made on assumptions of use 
of the system. First the system needs to be run for three hours, where half of the 
time is spent in a mode where the motors are operational in 2 minute durations 
and the other half is spent idle. Based on the motor power calculations done in 
section 2.1.1 and assuming 12 volt motors will be used, the current is calculated 
as follows: 
𝐼 =  
𝑃
𝑉
=
0.8652𝑊
12𝑉
= 0.07235𝐴 𝑝𝑒𝑟  90𝑜𝑀𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑀𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡       Equation 13 
In each two minute period, an estimated 150 motor movements occur. 
Multiplying the 150 motor movements by the current required to move a target 
results in the total current drawn during each two minute session. Then dividing 
this number by 30 to get the amp hours required per two minute session is shown 
below: 
𝐴ℎ𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑠𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛  = 0.07235𝐴 ∗ 150 𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑠 ∗
1
30
ℎ𝑟 = 0.0368𝐴ℎ  Equation 14 
In three hours, there are 45 possible two minute sessions of system operation; by 
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multiplying the amp hour per session value by 45, the total amp hours needed to 
run the motors over the battery life can be calculated as follows: 
𝐴ℎ𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝐴ℎ𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑠𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∗ 45 = 16.28 𝐴ℎ  Equation 15 
Since this number was estimated using values that were assumed to be extreme 
cases, a built in buffer exists. Between the two components of the system, a 
minimum of 17.88 Ah rechargeable energy supply is required to operate this 
system for three hours.  
 Mechanical Structure 
  Vibration Attenuation [NH] 
The impact of a bullet on the cardboard will generate a vibration that will 
propagate through the system. For the sensing circuit to work properly the 
attenuation of vibration seen throughout the system needs to be negligible 
compared to the initial amplitude of the vibration. The calculation for vibration 
noise was done under the assumption that two sensors would be placed on a piece 
of metal and spaced 10 cm apart. This represents a worst case scenario.  With a 
damping coefficient of metal assumed to be 5.51 dB/cm [15]. We can then 
assume that the relationship of the magnitude of the signals between the two 
sensors is as follows. 
𝑆2
𝑆1
= 𝑒−5.51
𝑑𝐵
𝑐𝑚
 (10𝑐𝑚) = 1.3𝑥10−24    Equation 16 
This gain is on the order of 10−24 and thus it is safe to assume that the 
noise seen on other sensors in the system is negligible and can be filtered out by a 
adding a trigger level to not account for values under a desired amplitude.  
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Signal Processing 
Analog Input Signals [TW, SV] 
 
Signal Processing is necessary to convert the data collected in the actuating 
and sensing circuits in order to accurately determine the status of the circuit and 
respond accordingly. The actuating circuit, which uses a DC motor, gives 
feedback data to locate the current position of the target, and the sensing circuit, 
which uses accelerometers, gives feedback data in terms of G-force to help 
indicate when a target has been struck. In the case the accelerometer is used 
without an external analog-to-digital converter, the analog input signal going into 
the microcontroller must be converted from the accelerometer’s native analog 
output to a digital variable that registers and stores a hit on the sensor. Supposing 
the accelerometer uses a 3.3V source, each input signal must be converted to 
either a 0 or a 1, depending on the threshold set for each analog input signal. 
 
Analog Output Signals [SV, TW] 
To dictate target position, an analog signal must be processed and 
outputted to the actuating circuit, in the case that a hardware controller does not 
convert the signal midway through. There will be two motor locations: 0 degrees 
and 90 degrees. The necessary voltage required to force the DC motor to change 
position will be outputted from the embedded controller depending on conditions 
met by the motor position and the target hit variables. 
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Digital Input Signals [SV, TW] 
Digital Input signals can be received from both the actuating and sensing 
circuits, depending on the specific hardware used. In the case that digital inputs 
are available for the microcontroller, motor location, motor location feedback, and 
hit on target will be inputted to the microcontroller and integrated in the software 
as boolean variables; this allows all major components of the subsystems to be 
controlled and monitored with digital variables exclusively. 
Digital Output Signals [SV, TW] 
Depending on the specific hardware and analog controller(s) used, a 
Digital Output signal can be outputted by the microcontroller to dictate the 
desired motor location; this allows the microcontroller to output either a 0 or 1, 
and the controller that is being used in between the microcontroller and the 
actuating/sensing circuits can convert the signal from the digital signal that the 
microcontroller is outputting to a format or protocol that the specific hardware can 
understand. 
 Communications 
  Bluetooth [SV,TW] 
In order to allow communication between the microcontroller and the user 
interface, a plug in Bluetooth module using the UART protocol will be used. 
Bluetooth allows for the user to be physically away from the device while still 
being able to communicate seamlessly. A single user will be able to connect 
directly to the embedded controller without any intermediary devices, and will 
receive the control and feedback data that is defined in the controller to be 
outputted to the user. 
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Embedded Systems 
High level Embedded System Logic [SV, TW] 
The logic of the embedded system depends on three arrays that hold the 
real-time locations of the motors, the instantaneous target hit detection, and hit 
detection over a session.  
// startup, commence UART communication to user, 
    start timer for 1 minute 
    rand var to distribute targets - create two possible options and 
randChoose options 
    motorLocationArray_everything = above pseudocode 
    latchReset(everything) to clear caps 
// latchReset for accel for muxControl 
    if (motorLocation is active), send a HIGH signal to accel to unlatch the 
sensor readings FOR .1?? second. 
// hit Detect for accel 
    if (motorLocation is active && hitDetect from sensingController is 
HIGH) 
        change TargetHit 
        trigger latchResetForAccel() 
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// sensitivity Pot for sensingController 
    if (depend on user){ 
    send DO to triggerLevel to sensingController 
    } 
// motorLocationfeedback from actuatingController 
    this is a get function, HIGH means active target 
    store in array, this array will be referenced in loop 
// motorMove for actuatingController 
    if(motorLocation = HIGH, && hitDetect = HIGH), send to 
actuatingController an idle(LOW) 
    else if (motorLocation = LOW && hitDetect == HIGH), latchReset(); 
    else if (motorLocation = HIGH, && hitDetect == LOW), keep polling 
hitDetect and motorLocation. 
    else if (motorLocation = LOW && hitDetect == LOW && 
targetHit_parallel = HIGH), send actuatingController a HIGH. 
  // loop 
    if(motorLocationArray_11 is HIGH) keep polling hitDetect_11 
    else if(motorLocationArray_11 is LOW) keep polling hitDetect_12 
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    if(motorLocationArray_21 is HIGH) keep polling hitDetect_21 
    else if (motorLocationArray_21 is LOW) keep polling hitDetect_22 
    if(motorLocationArray_31 is HIGH) keep polling hitDetect_31 
    else if (motorLocationArray_31 is LOW) keep polling hitDetect_32 
// duelingTreeEvent END 
after 1 minute, copy motorLocationArray_everything copy to final 
outputArray and then motorLocationArray_everything send LOW 
check real time clock calendar, trigger ISR 
// user defined ISR 
  user is shooting target -- normal operation 
  user hits target --- triggers this ISR 
            ISR ops: 
  the target, which was hit, is retracted --- increment hitStore[] and 
latchReset() 
the parallel target, which will be in use of the opponent, is displayed 
              the ES sends UART data to the interface 
              update data structures 
            end ISR; 
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  user shoots targets... 
Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter (UART) [SV, TW] 
 
The DART system requires the user interaction to ensure system mode 
and sensitivity are set according to the user’s desired preferences, and also 
displays feedback from the DART system regarding target hits. In order to 
accomplish interaction from a safe distance reliably, the Universal Asynchronous 
Receiver/Transmitter protocol was chosen to establish communication between 
the standalone DART system and the user through Bluetooth Low Energy. The 
Explorer 16/32 board, which houses the main embedded components, has an 
expansion board, namely the RN4871 MikroBus extension board. The Explorer 
16/32 and the RN4871 act as one unit and allow the system developer to assign 
pin outputs from the main Explorer board to the RN4871.  
There lies one main caveat and limitation with the RN4871; its 
communication settings must align perfectly with the outputted signal from the 
Explorer board. Because of minute differences caused by propagation delays, the 
baud rate generation must match within a few percent error margins. Since the 
default clock speed of the Explorer board did not allow for pristine baud rate 
generation, a PLL of 4x was chosen and implemented, which is configurable 
through the Oscillator Source Selection config FNOSC through #pragma. This 
sets the oscillator to the PLL instead of the Oscillator Divider. Then, the PLL 
mode config must be set to PLL4x in order to generate a clock speed where the 
desired baud rate can be achieved. According to the RN4871 configuration 
settings, the default baud rate is 115200; to output a signal from the Explorer 
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board with the default baud rate requires the use of BRGH. The BRG (baud rate 
generator) value is determined by 
𝐵𝑎𝑢𝑑 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 =  
𝐹𝑐𝑦
4 ∗ (𝑈𝐵𝑅𝐺𝑥 + 1)
  𝑈2𝐵𝑅𝐺 =  
16𝑀
4 ∗ 115200
- 1  Equation 18 
 This calculation results in a value of 34, and requires the mode of the 
BRG to be set to BRGH=1. After accurately setting the baud rate settings, the data 
transmission settings need to match the RN4871’s default settings of 8 data bits, 1 
stop bit, no flow control, and no parity. These are set by the U2MODE register to 
a value of 0x8008. 
To transmit a character, the UART communication must be initiated using 
the settings configured above, and each cycle of transmission requires a 
handshake to determine which party is transmitting/receiving. When a handshake 
signal allows a Clear-To-Send, the CTS signal is asserted LOW, and characters 
are sent individually into the U2TXREG, which the RN4871 sends to the user 
over Bluetooth low energy. To end transmission, the CTS signal is asserted 
HIGH.  
To receive a character, the same UART configuration settings must be utilized, 
but the RTS signal is used in place of CTS, and the U2RXREG buffer register is 
filled with characters sent from the user. When the buffer register is full, the 
RTS signal reverts to its idle HIGH state. 
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Engineering Requirement Specification 
 
Marketing Requirement Engineering Requirement Justification 
2, 6 
The D.A.R.T system needs to have a rechargeable 
energy storage device that can operate the system for 
a minimum of 3 hours. 
The system needs to be able to last 
through a standard practice time 
1, 5, 6 
The D.A.R.T system’s mechanical structure needs to 
include 2 columns with 3 rows, totaling 6 targets. 
The system will be modeled off of 
a dueling tree design which will 
allow for the most versatile use of 
the system. 
4 
One motor movement of the target subsystem needs 
to be completed within 0.5 seconds. 
The reaction of the system should 
be done quicker than the reaction 
of the marksman. 
4 
The D.A.R.T system needs to be able to sense an 
impact on the target within 0.5 seconds. 
The reaction of the system should 
be done quicker than the reaction 
of the marksman. 
2, 3 
The D.A.R.T system needs to be able to communicate 
wirelessly with the user within a standard 50 foot 
firing range 
The system needs to be able to 
communicate to the user within a 
standard indoor firing range. 
3, 4 
The user of the D.A.R.T system needs to be able to 
see a hit on target on the interface within 1 second. 
The system needs to display data 
about its usage to the user and 
bystanders in a reasonable amount 
of time. 
1, 2 
The D.A.R.T system needs to be structurally able to 
withstand an impact of 50 G-forces. 
The structure needs to be stable 
and able to withstand stray shots 
without toppling over. 
2, 5 
The D.A.R.T System sensing circuit needs to be able 
to be tuned to detect impacts from at least 4 different 
projectiles. 
The system needs to be firearm 
agnostic in order to be the most 
effective. 
5 
The D.A.R.T system’s sensing circuit needs to be able 
to sense a hit on target from 8cm to 20cm diameter. 
The sensing system needs to be 
able to detect on a multitude of 
standard target sizes. 
3, 4 
The D.A.R.T system's user interface needs to be 
display the statistics for each mode, such as length of 
time per run and total target hits per session. 
The app needs to be able to display 
real-time control and feedback data 
to the user. It should also provide 
some type of standardized statistics 
to easily compare sessions. 
Table 2: Breakdown the Engineering Requirements of the D.A.R.T System. 
[NH, TM, SV, TW] 
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Engineering Standards Specifications 
 
  Standard Description 
Safety DOE: Firearm Range Design 
The standards set by the Department of 
Energy for firearm range design will be used 
to safely design the target system to minimize 
the chance of ricochet. [17] 
Communication UART BLE 
Bluetooth allows for local communication 
within 50 feet, which is the expected distance 
of an indoor firing range. 
Design Methods IEEE std.  506-2007 
The method for routing cable throughout the 
system will follow the standards set forth in 
IEEE std 506-2007. [16] 
Programming 
Languages 
C, Kotlin 
The C Language allows for programming of 
the Explorer 16/32 board used for 
development. Kotlin is the programming 
language used for the Android app 
development 
Table 3: Design Standards Table 
[NH,TM,SV,TW] 
 
Accepted Technical Design 
System Block Diagram 
System Level Zero Block Diagram [NH] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Figure 19: Zero Level Block Diagram showing the fundamental inputs and outputs 
of the system. 
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Module D.A.R.T System 
Designers Nicholas Haas, Trandon Ware, Sai Vellala, Thomas Martin 
Inputs 
Power, 
Hit on Target sensor- a sensing system to tell when a target has been struck, 
User Desired Configuration Settings- To control certain aspects of the system like 
sensitivity, lighting, speed etc. 
Outputs 
Target Response- the target system should react to certain stimulus (i.e. the motor 
should go up or down), 
Configuration Response- the settings of the system should chance when inputs are 
changed 
User Data Display- The data from the user session should be displayed for user 
viewing 
Description 
The system will act as a target system that will allow the user to enter different 
training modes. When the target is hit there will be a response based on the 
training mode. This could be lowering one target while raising up another. 
Table 4: System Level One Block Diagram Breakdown Table. 
System Level One Block Diagram [NH] 
 
 
 
Figure 20: System Level Two Block Diagram for the sub-category breakdown of the system. 
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Module D.A.R.T System 
Designers Nicholas Haas, Trandon Ware, Sai Vellala, Thomas Martin 
Inputs 
Power, Hit on Target sensor- a sensing system to tell when a target has been struck, User 
Desired Configuration Settings- To control certain aspects of the system like sensitivity, 
lighting, speed etc. 
Outputs 
Target Response- the target system should react to certain stimulus (i.e. the motor should go up 
or down), 
Configuration Response- the settings of the system should change when inputs are changed 
User Data Display- The data from the user session should be displayed for user viewing 
Description 
The system will act as a target system that will allow the user to enter different training modes. 
When the target is hit there will be a response based on the training mode. This could be 
lowering one target while raising up another. 
Table 5: System Level Two Block Diagram Breakdown Table. 
Each category was broken down into their own block diagrams and displaced in the following 
sections. 
 
Hardware Block Diagrams 
 
Actuating Level One Block Diagram [TM] 
 
Module Actuating 
Designers Thomas Martin 
Inputs Power, Control data 
Outputs System Response 
Description 
The block will read in the control data from the microcontroller 
and then will use an actuating circuit to make the targets respond 
in the desired way  
Table 6:  Actuating Level One Block Diagram Breakdown Table. 
Figure  SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 16: Actuating Level One Block Diagram showing the fundamental 
requirements for the actuating circuit. 
Figure 21: Actuating System Level One Block Diagram 
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Actuating Level Two Block Diagram [TM] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 7: Actuating Level Two Block Diagram Breakdown Table  
Module Actuating 
Designer Thomas Martin 
Inputs Power, Controller Data, Error 
Outputs Motor Position 
Description This analog PI controller will be used to take in an analog output from the 
controller, and compare it with the voltage of the motor. This controller must 
be able to compare the position of the motor to the desired position as stated 
by the controller. 
Figure  SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 17: Actuating Circuit Level Two Block Diagram Describing overview 
of motion control. 
Figure 22: Actuating System Level Two Block Diagram 
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Actuating Level Three Diagrams [TM] 
 
 
Figure 23: Schematic of PD controller in LTSpice 
 
Figure 24: Schematic of the Input Voltage Level Converter circuit in LTSpice 
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Sensing Level One Block Diagram [NH]  
 
Figure 25: Level One Sensing Block Diagram 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 8: Sensing Level One Block Diagram Overview 
Sensing Level Two Block Diagram [NH]  
 
 
Module Sensing 
Designers Nicholas Haas 
Inputs Power, Physical Hit on Target, Control data 
Outputs Hit Signal, Motor Location Signal 
Description 
There sensing circuits will need detect a hit on the target using an 
accelerometer at a given point in time. The data collected will 
need to be filtered such that when a hit occurs a positive voltage 
is sent back to the controller, otherwise there is zero volts going 
to the processor. Sensor control data will need to be read from the 
microprocessor and be used to set the trigger level of the circuit 
and reset the circuit. 
Table 9: Sensing Level Two Block Diagram Breakdown Table. 
Module Sensing 
Designers Nicholas Haas 
Inputs Power, Physical Hit on Target, Motor Movement, Control data 
Outputs Hit Signal, Motor Location Signal 
Description 
There sensing circuit will need detect a hit on the target and the location of 
the motors at a given point in time. The data collected will need to be 
communicated to the microprocessor and sensor control data will need to be 
read from the microprocessor. 
Figure  SEQ Fig r \* ARABIC 18: Sensing Level One Block Diagram showing the fundamental requirements 
for the sensing circuit. 
Figure  SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 19: Sensing Level Two Block Diagram for overview of sensing requirements. 
Figure 26: Sensing Level Two Block Diagram 
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Sensing Level Three Block Diagram [NH] 
 
 
Figure 27: Sensing Level Three Block Diagram 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 10:  Sensing Level Three Block Diagram Breakdown Table. 
 
Sensing Level Four Block Diagram [NH] 
 
 
Figure 28: Sensing Level Four Block Diagram, Sensing Filter Schematic 
 
 
 
 
Module Accelerometer Sensing 
Designers Nicholas Haas 
Inputs Power, Physical Hit on Target, Reset, Trigger Level Control 
Outputs Output to Processor 
Description 
There sensing circuits will need detect a hit on the target using an 
accelerometer and be able to process the signal from the sensor by running 
the data through a series of electrical circuits that will output a high 
voltage when the target is hit until the reset signal is sent. The Trigger 
Level Control will be used to set the sensitivity of the sensing circuit to 
trigger when a vibration above a desired amount is detected.  
Figure  SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 20: Sensing Level Three Block Diagram for the overview of the Signal Filter for the 
sensing circuit. 
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Qty. Refdes Part Num. Description 
1 UC1 
EVAL-
ADXL326Z Small, Low power, 3 axis, +/- 16 g Accelerometer 
1 U1 UA747CN LPD OP AMP 
6 R1,R2,R3,R4,R5,R6 691104 10K 0.25W Resistor 
1 C1 1946261 47uf Capacitor 
1 D1, D2 1N4004 Diode 
2 U2,U3,U4 LM358 LPD OP AMP 
Table 11: Parts List for Sensing Filter Circuit 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 12: Sensing Level Four Block Diagram Breakdown Table. 
Sensing Level Five Block Diagram [NH] 
 
 
Figure 29: Sensing Level Five Block Diagram for the overview of the system wide the sensing circuit. 
Module Accelerometer Sensing 
Designers Nicholas Haas 
Inputs 
+5V/-5V power Rails, 3.3V sensor Power, Physical Hit on Target,  
Trigger Level Control 
Outputs Hit Signal 
Description 
There sensing circuits will need vibration using an accelerometer and be 
able to process the signal from the sensor by running the data through a 
series of electrical circuits that will output a positive voltage when the 
amplitude of vibration goes above the trigger level. The Trigger Level 
Control will be used to set the sensitivity of the sensing circuit to trigger 
when a vibration above a desired amount is detected.  
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Table 13: Sensing Level Five Block Diagram Breakdown 
 
Sensing Level Six Block Diagrams [NH] 
 
Module System Hit on Target Sensing 
Designers Nicholas Haas 
Inputs 
3.3V, +/- 12V , Physical Hit on Target (x6), Reset (x6), Trigger Level 
Control (x6) 
Outputs Sensor Output (x6) 
Description 
The sensing system will need to be able to filter 6 separate target sensors 
and properly output correct values to the processor given the proper input 
signals of reset and trigger control to each sub filter.   
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Figure 30: Sensing Level Six Block Diagram, Whole System Sensing Circuit 
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Qty. Refdes Part Num. Description 
4 U1,U2,U3,U4 UA747CN LPD OP AMP 
27 
R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, R6, R7, R8, R9, R10, R11, 
R12, R13, R14, R15, R16, R17, R18, R19, R20, 
R21, R22, R23, R24, R25, R26, R27, R28 
691104 10K 0.25W Resistor 
6 K1, K2, K3, K4, K5, K6 TK1-3V 
RELAY GEN PURPOSE 
SPDT 2A 3VDC 
6 C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6 1946261 47uf Capacitor 
6 D1,D2, D3, D4, D5, D6 1N4004 Diode 
6 U5, U6, U7, U8, U9, U10 LM358 LPD OP AMP 
6 J1, J2, J3, J4, J5, J6 
ADXL325BCPZ-
RL8 
ACCELEROMETER 5G 
ANALOG 16LFCSP 
Table 14: Parts List for Whole System Sensing Circuit  
IO Connector Pinout Description 
1 Sensor 1-1 Signal out 
2 Sensor 1-2 Signal out 
3 Sensor 2-1 Signal out 
4 Sensor 2-2 Signal out 
5 Sensor 3-1 Signal out 
6 Sensor 3-2 Signal out 
7 Trigger Voltage 1-1 Signal in 
8 Trigger Voltage 1-2 Signal in 
9 Trigger Voltage 2-1 Signal in 
10 Trigger Voltage 2-2 Signal in 
11 Trigger Voltage 3-1 Signal in 
12 Trigger Voltage 3-2 Signal in 
13 Reset 1-1 Signal in 
14 Reset 1-2 Signal in 
15 Reset 2-1 Signal in 
16 Reset 2-2 Signal in 
17 Reset 3-1 Signal in 
18 Reset 3-2 Signal in 
 Table 15: Pinout for the IO coming to and from the controller 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 16: Sensing Level Four Block Diagram Breakdown Table. 
Module Accelerometer Sensing 
Designers Nicholas Haas 
Inputs 
+5V/-5V power Rails, 3.3V sensor Power, Physical Hit on Target,  
Trigger Level Control 
Outputs Hit Signal 
Description 
There sensing circuits will need vibration using an accelerometer and be 
able to process the signal from the sensor by running the data through a 
series of electrical circuits that will output a positive voltage when the 
amplitude of vibration goes above the trigger level. The Trigger Level 
Control will be used to set the sensitivity of the sensing circuit to trigger 
when a vibration above a desired amount is detected.  
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The following schematics will be a zoomed on the different elements in the Level Six Block 
Diagram. Starting with the Power Converter followed by the sensing circuits for the three 
individual rows of targets. 
Software Block Diagrams 
 
Microprocessor Level One Block Diagram [TW] 
 
Module Microcontroller 
Designers Sai Vellala, Trandon Ware 
Inputs 
Power, 
Target Hit Sensor - the sensing circuit outputs a signal when a target 
has been struck 
Motor Location Sensor - the sensing circuit outputs a signal detailing 
where each motor in the system is located 
Outputs 
Actuator Move Signal - the microcontroller calculates when the motor 
should move a target and will send a signal to move the target 
Raw Data Out - the microcontroller sends all the raw data collected 
from the system to the interface 
Description 
The microcontroller is the component that controls every other 
subsystem; it receives real-time data defining target hits and locations, 
but returns data to the actuator regarding which location each target 
should be located at. It also sends all data received from the circuits to 
the interface. The microcontroller receives control data from the 
interface which is processed and sent to the sensing circuit. 
Table 17: Microcontroller Level One Block Diagram Breakdown. 
  
Figure  SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 28: microcontroller Level One Block Diagram for the fundamentals of 
the microcontroller processor. 
 Figure 31: Microprocessor Level Two Block Diagram 
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Microprocessor Level Two Block Diagram [TW] 
 
 
Figure 32: Microprocessor Level Two Block Diagram 
Module Microcontroller 
Designers Sai Vellala, Trandon Ware 
Inputs 
Power, DO to Actuating Motor 1 Signal, DO to Actuating Motor 2 
signal, DO to Actuating Motor 3 Signal, DO to Actuating Motor 4 
Signal, DO to Actuating Motor 5 Signal, DO to Actuating Motor 6 
Signal, AO From Sensing Target Hit 1 Signal, AO From Sensing 
Target Hit 2 Signal, AO From Sensing Target Hit 3 Signal, AO From 
Sensing Target Hit 4 Signal, AO From Sensing Target Hit 5 Signal, AO 
From Sensing Target Hit 6 Signal 
Outputs 
AO to Actuating Motor 1 Location, AO to Actuating Motor 2 Location, 
AO to Actuating Motor 3 Location, AO to Actuating Motor 4 Location, 
AO to Actuating Motor 5 Location, AO to Actuating Motor 6 Location, 
AO to Sensing Latch 1 Reset Signal, AO to Sensing Latch 2 Reset 
Signal, AO to Sensing Latch 3 Reset Signal, AO to Sensing Latch 4 
Reset Signal, AO to Sensing Latch 5 Reset Signal, AO to Sensing 
Latch 6 Reset Signal, UART TX Data to User 
Description 
The microcontroller is the component that controls every other 
subsystem; it receives real-time data defining target hits and locations, 
but returns data to the actuator regarding which location each target 
should be located at. It also sends all data received from the circuits to 
the interface. The microcontroller receives control data from the 
interface which is processed and sent to the sensing circuit. 
Table 18: Microprocessor Level 2 Block Diagram Overview 
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Microprocessor Level Three Flowchart for I/O Simulation [TW] 
 
 
Figure 33: Flow Chart Representation of the microprocessor code. 
 
The flowchart above is a rough design of what the final program will look 
like. The block named “Various Dueling Tree cases/outcomes” will be a series of 
if-statements that represent specific targets being moved in response to a target 
being hit. The final code is subject to change.  
 
The pins of PORTA need to be set as outputs (TRISA = 0x00) so the 
LEDs on the board can be used as the outputs in the simulation. PORTA then 
needs to be cleared so no leftover data interferes with programming the board. 
The pins of PORTD must be set as inputs (TRISD = 0xffff) so the pushbuttons 
can be used as inputs in the simulation. 
Start 
Clear 
PORTA 
Set pins of 
PORTA as 
output 
Set pins of 
PORTD as 
input 
Initialize 
LEDs 
Main Loop 
Start Various Dueling 
Tree 
cases/outcomes 
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Microprocessor Level Four Design Code: [TW] 
 
Figure 34: Microprocessor Code: Initialization and Setup 
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Figure 35: Microprocessor Code: Main Loop 
 
The code above programs the Explorer 16/32 Development board such 
that it simulates the dueling tree session using the buttons as the method for hit 
detection, and using the LEDs as a method to display which targets are raised and 
which are lowered. A delay function was included for safety, but it was ultimately 
not needed for the demonstration. The code was written in the C programming 
language as it was the most convenient and effective language to use with the 
Explorer 16/32 Development board. 
One problem that was encountered during the process of programming the 
board was the configuration of button S5. This particular pushbutton is connected 
to pin 92 on the board, which is also connected to LED D10. This caused issues 
since it became impossible to properly use the button as an input since the LED 
was always off, which caused the button to always be read as high (active low). 
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To resolve this, PORTA and PORTD had to be configured as digital input/output. 
The issues were resolved after this configuration. 
For the Dueling Tree session on our final design, the case that two targets 
are hit at the same time will not matter (two targets on the same row will never be 
up at the same time, and it is irrelevant if two targets on different rows are hit at 
the same time), so this code was also written with that in mind. The following 
figures show how each LED signal changes depending on which button is 
pressed. 
 
 
Figure 36: Microprocessor Simulation: Right Target, Row 2 (LED D5, Channel 3) is hit and lowered; Left Target, Row 2 (LED 
D6, Channel 2) is raised in response 
 
This diagram shows the case that a target on the right is hit and is lowered, 
then the target on the left is raised in response so the other player can hit said 
target. 
 
 
Figure 37: Microprocessor Simulation: Left Target, Row 2 (LED D6, Channel 2) is hit and lowered; Right Target, Row 2 (LED 
D5, Channel 3) is raised in response. 
 
This diagram shows the case that a target on the left is hit and is lowered, 
then the target on the right is raised in response so the other player can hit said 
target. 
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Figure 38: Microprocessor Simulation: Right Target hit, then Left Target hit 
This diagram shows the case that the right target is hit by the first player, 
then the left target is hit by the second player. 
 
Communications Level One Block Diagram [SV] 
 
 
Figure 39: Communication Level One Block Diagram 
 
Module UART Communications 
Designers Sai Vellala 
Inputs Power, Signal Received   
Outputs Signal Transmitted 
Description 
The System will utilize UART communication for control of the system at 
any given point within a firing range (assumed to be 50ft) 
Table 19: Communications Level One Block Diagram Overview 
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Communication Level Two Flow Chart [SV] 
 
Functions that will be used: 
void initU2(void): This function will configure the UART module 
char putU2(char c): This function will allow the UART module to transmit data  
char getU2(void): This function will allow the UART module to receive data 
void ms_delay(int)/ void us_delay(int): this function will be used for timing between 
certain commands 
 
Figure 40: Flow Chart for the UART communication code.  
 
Communications Level Three Designed Code [SV] 
 
 
Figure 41: Communication Code: Configuration File 
 
Start Declare 
I/O 
initU2() Set 
targets as 
Initialize 
char 
array to 
store hit 
data 
Main 
loop 
Set input 
variable 
= “hit” 
If target is hit, 
increment 
“hit” and store 
data in array 
Set “hit” 
back to 0 
If 
“target
1” is 
Set 
output 
variable
s arm1 
and 
arm2 
Send 
carriage 
return 
Send line 
feed Wait 
500 
 
If “target2” 
is hit, set 
“arm2” to 0 
and set 
“arm1” to 1 
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Figure 42: Communication Code: Initialize, Get and Put 
 
Figure 43: Communication Code: Main Loop 
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Accepted Final Design 
 Sensing Circuits Design [NH] 
There will be six total Breakouts for the Sensor circuits, one for each arm of the D.A.R.T 
system. This is a simple circuit that consists of only the ADXL325BCPZ-RL8 accelerometer. 
This component was decided to have a separate board for two reasons. First this would allow for 
the sensor to be placed as close to the impact as possible to get the maximum transfer of signal to 
the sensor. The low profile and weight of having a single component would allow for the circuit 
to be mounted on the physical target arm without affecting the dynamics or putting unnecessary 
load on the motors. The second reason is that this would allow for only one component to be at 
risk of being damaged by wayward projectiles or fragmentation. The breakout board would be 
outfit with a plug in case of any damage the part could be easily replaced. The ADXL325BCPZ-
RL8 Accelerometer is a surface mount component, so for this reason it was chosen to have a 
custom breakout board designed instead of a solder board. The sensor requires 3.3VDC And 
Ground as an input and will output three analog signals that are proportional to the acceleration 
in the X, Y and Z axis relative to the sensor. For this reason a six pin plug was chosen to connect 
this circuit to the rest of the system. 
 The original design of this breakout included an additional circuit that would add the 
three axis analog signals together because the rest of the system was designed to be direction 
agnostic, the Sensing Filter circuit only required the detection of a change in acceleration. 
However after the Circuit board was ordered it was discovered that a voltage buffer was required 
between the sensor and the sensing filter. Unbeknownst to us this buffer existed on the test board 
that was used for the preliminary design, which is why it was not present in the board we 
designed. The design of the breakout board was still able to be repurposed as without using the 
addition circuit and treating it as a true breakout board. This was done to help preserve the 
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budget and time of the project. The original and final circuit that was designed using the 
Autodesk Eagle software can be seen below.  
 
Figure 44: Breakout Sensor Design Prior to Redesign 
 
Figure 45: Eagle Schematic of Final Accepted Design of the Breakout Sensor 
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Figure 46: Progression of Breakout Sensor form Eagle PCB Design (Left), Delivered PCB from OSHPARK (middle) and then 
Final wired board (Right)   
 
The purpose of the Sensing Filter is to read the raw analog signal coming in from the 
sensor. The output of this circuit will be one signal for each sensor. This signal for each sensor 
will be 0VDC until an acceleration higher than that set by the trigger is detected by the filter, in 
which the signal would become nonzero. Unlike the diagram in Figure 23, it was chosen to 
separate the sensing filters based on rows. This was done to keep the size of the circuit down to 
allow for easier debugging when constructing the final solder boards. This also was the ideal 
amount to support the resetting circuitry that was added and changed. The original TK1-3V relay 
that was going to be used to reset the capacitors were unable to be ordered so the EC2-3TNU 
was ordered which is a double pull double throw and could support resetting two sensors. This 
design strategy of using solder boards proved to be useful when issues like the missing voltage 
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buffer arose. The designed circuit schematic can be seen below with a picture of the physical 
circuit.  
 
Figure 47: Eagle Schematic of the final Sensing Filter 
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Figure 48: Photo of solder board of first designed Sensing Filter 
 
 
Qty. Refdes Part Num. Description 
2 U3, U4 UA747CN LPD OP AMP 
12 
R1,R2,R3,R4,R5,R6,R7,
R8,R9,R10,R11,R12 691104 10K 0.25W Resistor 
1 E1 EC2-3TNU RELAY GEN PURPOSE SPDT 2A 3VDC 
3 C1, C2, C3 1946261 47uf Capacitor 
6 D1, D2, D3, D4, D5, D6 1N4004 Diode 
2 U1,U1 LM358 LPD OP AMP 
1 U5 
LP2950ACZ-
3.0G IC REG LINEAR 3V 100MA TO92-3 
1 POWERIN A1401-ND 3 Pin Male Plug 
1 POWEROUT A1400-ND 3 Pin Female Plug 
2 
LEFTSENSOR, 
RIGHTSENSOR A1405-ND 6 Pin Male Plug 
1 I/O A1404-ND 6 Pin Female Plug 
Table 20: Parts List for Final Sensing Filter 
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Prior to the campus shutdown due to COVID-19 all six Breakouts for Sensor boards were 
completed and verified as working properly and one of the sensing filter boards was completed. 
The last two Sensing Filter boards were in the process of being completed and debugged. A 
power supply was used to simulate +12VDC, -12VDC and ground that would come from the 
battery circuit on the Sending Filter. From this we were able to properly power both the Sensing 
Filter and the attached Breakout for the Sensor. Another power supply was used to simulate the 
trigger voltage and reset signals that would be coming from the embedded system. With all the 
inputs properly simulated we were able to see the proper response on the output when each 
sensor was hit with a thrown object. The waveforms seen on the oscilloscope appeared to match 
the waveforms on the test circuit that was used for proof of concept with live ammunition.   
Given more time I would like to do more wire management of the circuits to help the 
debugging process moving forward. Other than this the next steps to take with this system will 
start with testing the accuracy with live ammunition; however, this will not be possible in a 
timely manner due to the COVID-19 Pandemic. The waveforms seen on the oscilloscope during 
debugging of the Sensing Filter appeared to match the waveforms on the test circuit that was 
used for proof of concept with live ammunition. This seemed very promising that this system 
would have worked properly if used with live ammunition. Once the live ammunition test was 
completed integration with the battery circuit and the embedded system could begin.  
 Battery Circuit Design [NH, TM] 
 
Power for the system would be generated from two 12VDC, 230CCA batteries to create 
the positive and negative rails that will be used throughput the system (see below). Some of the 
components that are used in the system were very sensitive to having exactly 12VDC applied so 
a voltage regulator was fit for the top rail to smooth out the voltage and handle any changes in 
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the charging and unchanging of the battery over time. The circuit was going to have a 3 pin 
connector output so the power could be unplugged from the rest of the system and easily 
recharged when needed.  
 
Figure 49: Eagle Schamatic of the Battery Circuit 
 
Qty. Refdes Part Num. Description 
2 V1,V2 725-1750A 12VDC, 230CCA Battery 
1 IC1 LT1084CT-12#PBF 12VDC Regulator 
Table 21: Parts List for the Battery circuit 
 
Actuating Circuits Design [TM] 
 Last semester the design to regulate the input voltage to the motor did not work 
successfully as planned, where there was an issue regulating the voltage to -6V. Due to this two 
solutions were created to attempt to address this problem, and also make a more compact and 
cost efficient circuit. 
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Design One: 
         This design tried to condense the existing design from 6 operational amplifier down to 
just two. The way this was accomplished was to make one of the operational amplifier a NIC 
(Negative Impedance Converter) to simulate a negative resistance, so that if V2 is set to 0V DC, 
the output to the PID controller would correctly show as -6V DC. In the case where the voltage 
V2 was set to 3V DC, then the output would read as 6V DC, where in both scenarios the voltage 
from the battery (12VDC) was applied to V1. This allowed for the circuit to be considerably 
more compact. The issue with this design however, was that the VI curve for the operational 
amplifier affected the effectiveness of the NIC, and due to this it was judged to be too 
unaccountable for a final design so a newer design was implemented. This design was 
successfully tested in the lab however, and was working for the time of the midterm 
presentations. 
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Figure 50: Shows the design of the implemented input voltage device with an NIC being used. 
Voltage Case 1 Case 2 
V1 12VDC 12VDC 
V2 0 3VDC 
V3 -6VDC 6VDC 
Table 22: Shows the Expected Voltage levels in both stages for the circuit in figure 49 
 
R1 10kOhm 
R2 5KOhm 
Rb 4.7KOhm 
Ra 1KOhm 
Rc 1.2KOhm 
Table 23: Shows the component values for both stages for the circuit in figure 49 
 
Design 2: 
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 The second design created was one that used an operational amplifier and a switching 
voltage regulator. This regulator would only start after the voltage reached a threshold of 3VDC 
from the embedded system. Essentially this design saw the NIC replaced with the voltage 
regulator circuit. Unfortunately this design was only being implemented just before the break 
from school and all information on it is in the school computers. 
 
 The final design, shown below, is the finalized design used for the motor actuating 
circuit. This design was fully functional and worked mostly as predicted. Small issues arose due 
to using an operational amplifier whose slew rates surpassed the needed rate for the transient 
response to be perfect, however the design of the circuit worked as expected. The solution to this 
problem was going to be implementing OP27 operational amplifiers instead of the OP747 that 
were currently being used, because the OP27 had a slew rate that could handle the quick rise in 
voltage level the transient produced in 0.5 seconds. The PID Design from last semester was 
unchanged and worked as anticipated. 
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Figure 51: Shows the final accepted design for the Actuating Circuit 
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Figure 52: Shows the implemented working Motor Circuit 
 
 
 
Next Steps Taken: 
 If the project was allowed to continue, the first step would be to print out the full 
actuating structure and fasten the circuit to it as anticipated. With this in order, the final step 
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needed would be to integrate it to the battery and embedded system, which would not have taken 
long, since it would only take an analog pulse from the embedded controller. If all went well 
PCB parts would be ordered for the other identical actuating circuits and after assembly this part 
of the project would be completed. 
 
 
 Microprocessor Design [TW] 
During this semester, we began to work on integration of the input/output control with 
the sensing circuit, the wireless communication, and the web interface. The first task we focused 
on was displaying the data of which target was hit and the data of where each arm was currently 
located. This data would be put into an array, which would then be printed as an 8-bit string and 
displayed on the screen because of the Bluetooth module. This process was done with the 
‘sprintf’ function and multiple arrays. We ran into some difficulties in displaying the correct data 
as we would either get garbage data or incorrect numbers. The only numbers displayed are a 
combination of 0’s and 1’s. The first 4 characters in the string show which target was hit, and the 
last 4 characters show where the active targets are currently located. 
The next task we worked on was putting the entire loop on a 60 second timer to simulate a single 
Dueling Tree session. To do this, we had to create an interrupt service routine that would allow 
us to count up to 60 seconds using Timer 1 on the microcontroller. It would also allow us to 
count in milliseconds, but this was not needed since we had a dedicated millisecond delay 
function. 
The next task to be completed was integration with the sensing circuit. We were able to connect 
the circuit to the Explorer 16/32 board and use it as a simulation for a single row of 2 targets (one 
on each side) and switch them between the states of being raised and lowered. However, we were 
not able to configure the code to manually set the voltage of specific pins. We were in the 
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process of figuring this out, and we did manage to set pins to either 0V or 3.3V, but could not set 
any values in between such as 1.5V, 2V, etc. 
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Figure 53: Screenshots of the embedded systems Code 
 
 
 
 Communications Design [SV] 
 Transparent UART and Bluetooth Low Energy [SV, TW] 
Because the user relies on instantaneous feedback presented on an 
interface a safe distance away from a hot range, the DART system hinges on the 
successful and efficient transmission of data. To bridge the physical gap, 
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Bluetooth Low Energy utilizing transparent UART has been chosen. Bluetooth 
allows the user to receive pertinent information while being physically away from 
the device, and transparent UART allows for a free-flowing conversation to occur 
between the microcontroller and the interface. Whenever the RN4870 module 
receives data from the Explorer, the module simply transmits the data with no 
further processing or analyzing, acting as a transparent device that just acts as a 
gateway to transmit or receive data; a similar process is done when the module 
receives data from an external source, such as user interface. 
  JavaScript Implementation of Google’s Web Bluetooth API [SV, TW] 
After thorough research on the most efficient communication between the 
embedded system and the back-end user interface which utilized Bluetooth Low 
Energy, it has been determined that utilizing Google’s Web Bluetooth API will 
satisfy all pertinent needs of the user and the developer. Although the Web 
Bluetooth API is only available on Google Chrome browser, every single device 
that can run Google Chrome will be able to utilize the interface. Because this 
greatly increases the portability and eases the stringent requirements some 
applications place, the user interface was ultimately designed exclusively for 
Google Chrome. 
The API was built to connect and communicate with Bluetooth Low 
Energy devices with the Generic Attribute Profile (GATT). To fully automate the 
interface and minimize and user input, the user interface is primarily written with 
JavaScript asynchronous functions, allowing the program to “await” responses 
from its intended recipient. 
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When a user first attempts a connection to the embedded system, an async 
function is called that initializes the connection. Using the Service and 
Characteristic UUIDs determined when configuring the Transparent UART as 
inputs for the navigator.bluetooth.requestDevice function, a device object is 
returned which is stored as the primary device. Using the device object as an 
parameter for GATT.connect and using that output as an parameter to connect 
specifically to transmit (Tx) and receive (Rx) characteristic, receiving GATT 
notifications that are pertinent to the user can be initialized. By using an event 
listener that listens to when notifications are received, the raw data sent by the 
embedded system can be deciphered. 
The event listener results in a function call to another function that uses a 
Text Decoder to translate the raw data into an intelligible format. Because UART 
works by sending one character at a time, the decoded data is “pushed” into an 
array to preserve the order of characters. Because the embedded system design 
compressed all important data into one array that was a fixed length of 11 bits, the 
array is shifted once the maximum length of 11 was detected; this was created to 
ensure no data was mismanaged and every transmission was being decoded and 
parsed accurately. 
Once the entire transmission of 11 bits was contained in an array and the 
array was pushed correctly, a synthetic event is dispatched which separates and 
sorts the bits into the respective data categories (which targets have been hit and 
which targets are currently active) which are stored as separate arrays. The 
completion of sorting the data into the two arrays calls a function that graphically 
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notifies the change of location for each target and notifies which targets have been 
hit.  
  User Interface [TW, SV] 
The end product of the user interface for the DART system will be implemented 
on a custom domain that can be accessible from anywhere; for a proof of design 
and concept, the user interface is currently hosted locally.  
Upon entrance into the interface, the user will see this screen: 
 
Figure 54: Default User Interface 
The interface will require a connection to the embedded system; by clicking the 
light blue connect button, the following prompt (from Google Bluetooth API) will 
appear:  
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Figure 55: Pairing Window 
Upon selecting the appropriate Bluetooth device, Google Chrome will pair with 
the device, which can be confirmed by noticing a green text (on the left side) 
indicating what device the interface has connected to. 
 
Figure 56: Connected Text 
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After typing the names of both players (and clicking submit), the user interface 
will show which targets are active by coloring its corresponding target symbol on 
the interface.  
 
Figure 57: Example of Active Targets 
 
Because integration between the software and the physical target was untestable, 
the hit and accuracy statistics along with the simulated hit color (red on the 
circular target symbol) were not showable; however, the active target moving 
locations can still be simulated with software.  
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Figure 58: Active Target Changed 
After the user is finished with their current session, they can terminate their 
Bluetooth connection by clicking the light blue Disconnect button and the status 
of their connection will be updated in the left corner with red text. 
 
Figure 59: Disconnected Text 
 
Team Information 
Nicholas Haas, Project Leader, Electrical Engineer, ESI: No 
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Mechanical Sketches [TM] 
 
 
 
Figure 60: Mechanical Drawing of Target Stand 
 
A custom bracket will be needed to complete the motor controller. The motor will spin a 
worm drive gear system. A spindle will be attached to the other end of the worm drive. This 
spindle will both turn the target and a potentiometer. The potentiometer will act as the feedback 
to the motor controller. 
 
Figure  SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 30: Mechanical 
sketch of the D.A.R.T System Structure (back). 
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Figure 61: Drawing of the right side motor and worm gear bracket. 
 
Figure 62: Drawing of the drive gear that will operate the spindle 
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Figure 63: Drawing of the worm gear that will be driven by the motor. 
 
 
Figure 64: Drawing of the spindle that will move the target and potentiometer. 
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Figure 65: Drawing assembly of the motor bracket 
 
Figure 66: Drawing of how the motor brackets will sit on the target frame. 
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Structural Changes to the Design 
This semester saw a few changes to the structural design of the targeting system. Most 
significantly was an enlargement of the actuator structure. This allowed for the inclusion of three 
ball bearings to act between the structure and the shaft. This concept came about after realizing 
that the friction resulting from a 3D printed shaft and structure could cause issues. These issues 
include adding extra stress to the motor, to altering the position of the target when the motor 
finishes being actuated by taking energy out of the system through heat generation. The ball 
bearings therefore should help to medicate this effect, and enable the system to run with far less 
required power. 
         The second change to the structural design was in the joints. Instead of attempting to 3D 
print most of the actuating structure as one rigid structure, it was decided to utilize bolts, piecing 
the shaft and target arm at 45 degrees and putting a bolt with a nut on the end in-between them. 
This was done to make printing and assembly of the structure easier. In addition if the target arm 
was ever shot by mistake, it means you would only have to print a new target arm, not the whole 
assembly again, streamlining replacement of parts. Unfortunately the Solidwork part files were 
left on the lab computer in ASEC and unable to be retrieved after the COVID-19 shutdown, so 
replication to show the improved design was not possible. 
 The next step for this part of the project was to 3D print the actuating structure and 
implement it with the motor circuit. After that was accomplished work on the large steel tree 
could begin, were some welding and assembly would be required. 
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Project Budget and Parts 
 Parts List Table 
Qty
. Refdes Part Num. Description 
1 UC1 
EVAL-
ADXL326Z 
Small, Low power, 3 
axis, +/- 16 g 
Accelerometer 
11 U1,U2,U3,U4 UA747CN LPD OP AMP 
66 
R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, R6, R7, R8, R9, R10, R11, R12, 
R13, R14, R15, R16, R17, R18, R19, R20, R21, R22, 
R23, R24, R25, R26, R27, R28 691104 10K 0.25W Resistor 
13 C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6 1946261 47uf Capacitor 
20 D1,D2, D3, D4, D5, D6 1N4004 Diode 
19 U2,U3,U4,U5, U6, U7, U8, U9, U10 LM358 LPD OP AMP 
        
        
6 J1, J2, J3, J4, J5, J6 
ADXL325BCP
Z-RL8 
ACCELEROMETER 
5G ANALOG 
16LFCSP 
3 NH EC2-3TNU 
RELAY GEN 
PURPOSE DPDT 2A 
3VDC 
6 NH 
LP2950ACZ-
3.0G 
IC REG LINEAR 3V 
100MA TO92-3 
5 TM 
91A1A-B28-
A18L 
50kohm 2W 
potentiometer 
6 TM TIP32A 
Tip 32A PNP 
Transistor 
6 TM TIP31C 
TIP 31C NPN 
Transistor 
6 NH A1401-ND 3 pin Plug 
6 NH A1400-ND 3 pin Cap 
6 NH A1405-ND 6 pin Plug 
6 NH A1404-ND 6 pin Cap 
12 NH 
A1420-
ND/A1421-ND Socket/ Pin  
1 NH 
LT1084CT-
12#PBF 12VDC Regulator 
2 NH 8KPEPJF4 
Breakout for Sensor 
PCB 
1 NH 8KPEPJF5 Sensing Ffilter PCB 
6 TM EMC12565 12VDC Motors 
 
Table 24: Final Parts List 
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 Material Budget List 
 In the end we were able to use less than half of the allowed $400 budget. There was still 
more that would have been required to be ordered, including the mechanical frame. However this 
would not have taken the rest of the budget. For this project we were able to successfully adhere 
to the allotted budget.  
 
Qty. Part Num. Description Cost Cost 
1 EVAL-ADXL326Z Small, Low power, 3 axis, +/- 16 g Accelerometer $31.50 $31.50 
11 UA747CN LPD OP AMP     
66 691104 10K 0.25W Resistor     
13 1946261 47uf Capacitor     
20 1N4004 Diode     
19 LM358 LPD OP AMP     
3 CD4051BCN 8 Channel Analog Mux     
3 TIP32A PNP Transistor     
6 
ADXL325BCPZ-
RL8 ACCELEROMETER 5G ANALOG 16LFCSP 3.54 21.24 
3 EC2-3TNU RELAY GEN PURPOSE DPDT 2A 3VDC 2.69 8.07 
6 LP2950ACZ-3.0G IC REG LINEAR 3V 100MA TO92-3 0.51 3.06 
5 91A1A-B28-A18L 50kohm 2W potentiometer 5.91 29.55 
6 TIP32A Tip 32A PNP Transistor     
6 TIP31C TIP 31C NPN Transistor     
6 A1401-ND 3 pin Plug     
6 A1400-ND 3 pin Cap     
6 A1405-ND 6 pin Plug     
6 A1404-ND 6 pin Cap     
12 
A1420-ND/A1421-
ND Socket/ Pin      
1 LT1084CT-12#PBF 12VDC Regulator 10.60 10.60 
2 8KPEPJF4 Breakout for Sensor PCB 7.00 14.00 
1 8KPEPJF5 Sensing Ffilter PCB 13.80 13.80 
6 EMC12565 12VDC Motors 10.26 61.56 
   Total $193.38 
Table 25: Final Material Budget List 
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Project Schedule 
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Figure 67: Gantt chart layout of the D.A.R.T System project schedule for Fall 2019. 
 
Conclusions  
 
In all, the work done in the fall semester has acted as a proof of concept for the 
development of the D.A.RT System. Each of the four sections of the project, Sensing Circuits, 
Actuating Circuits, Microprocessor Coding and Communications, has been shown to be a 
reliable avenue for completion of the system through the theoretical simulations, testing and 
development done over the course of the fall 2019 semester. This team was able to successfully 
expand on this knowledge and produce working subsystems over the course of the first half of 
the spring 2020 semester using the knowledge gained to debug and improve upon the theories 
established in the fall. As it stands, the sensing circuit, Bluetooth transmission and embedded 
system design simulation of the system behave as expected, and the actuating circuit is 
undergoing adjustment. These system were prepared for integration that would have led to the 
completion of the system as a whole. In conclusion, the proof of concept established in this 
course shows that a complete system would have been created given the allotted amount of time 
that was lost due to the COVID-19 campus shutdown.  
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Appendix I: D.A.R.T System Terminology 
 
Mode -  The type of training simulation you wish to conduct. 
Session -  The completion of any single training mode.  
Time Trial -  A training mode defined by: Given X minutes, every target starts in the 
upright position, lowering one at a time as the sensor detects hits. Once 
every target has been lowered they will return to the upright position. 
Whack-A-Mole -  A training mode defined by: Targets present themselves in a randomized 
order one at a time, seeding a new random target number each time the user 
hits the previous target. 
Dueling Tree - A training mode defined by: Only one target per row will show at one time. 
At the beginning of the event there will be an equal number of targets in 
each of the two columns (note the targeting system will have 4 rows with 2 
columns). Every time a target registers a hit it will disappear and the other 
target in the row will appear switching back and forth until time runs out. 
Hits per Unit Time - This is the primary measurement for accuracy of the user while operating 
they system. It will be calculated by taking the number of hits in a given 
session and dividing by the duration of the session. It will be displayed as 
hits/min. 
Parallel Target -  The parallel target refers to the target that shares a row with the specified 
target, but is in the opposite position.  
